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Editorial

What Price TV?
Whenever the United States or her people have a squawk among themselves, the
world’s attention invariably is drawn to the
scene and the characters.
Probably this is the price the U.S. pays
for world leadership. Everybody else expects this country to be the symbol of
worldly goodness and much propaganda is
ground out when the U.S. falls short of her
Intended goals.
But other countries have fallen far
shorter of democratic goals than the U.S.
For a
has and seldom is it mentioned in
Brie
the world’s press.
Mennsat
But yesterday, the Union of
South Africa the world leader in race supremacy and suppression. was held for a
brief moment in the limelight when it announced that the government does not intend to introduce television to the nation.
The nations’ youth and the "less developed races" would be harmed, the government said.
Television has possible "destructive effects on children and the less developed
races," A. A. Hertzog. minister of Posts

Jim Adams
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and Telegraphs, said in an inter iew with
First Report on Council Weakness
111111
the press.
The frost is on the barbecue
The Student Council is
A ,rious look at itself via the new
This will make South Africa the only
country in thc world by 1960 that has not Council Evaluation Committee.
A FAVORITE FIB of parents is the cil,li:i(.1. gihtluolte.:1,
First conclusions: legislating power should be given back to Coonintroduced TV.
lays are for kids." The only holiday that I .
:it members, ASB subcommittees are becoming "independent clubs"
.11
is for kids creeps in tonight from the graveyare.
Said Hertzog, "In the cinema, parents and boring committee reports are taking up way too much time at
Halloween. Once you’re past the eighth grytaodrweeityahoisuclehsfiehehbliesilii
are able to pick films for their children. Council meetings.
Procedures of the evaluation committee, headed by Dick Johnston, waltzing about in sheets begging for ecnatn:
This is not possilde with television."
414
indehpacerltsm.
are simple. Past and present student leaders arc riffled to el-Mei-P.., just le ernred to ealak rigndwhthia your
Now we wouldn’t want the black race commend
whir in
The rumble
and give views on stu- ,
to watch any films depicting man’s struggle dent government here. Six have
A will roll to a booming roar as November edges into December. sCsi
for freedom against any tyrants, would we? gone before the committee so far
Already the turkeys are elbowing the pumpkins off 11n. fateery
:helves: and in ten dayswith Thanksgiving still a goo d two ar,d a
We wouldn’t want the blacks to over- and all have come up with new
half weeks away -tiny mangers and reindeer with blink,,,, ’’w,
whelm those who have suppressed The Boil points.
will
start shoving turkey day decorations around. Manufacturers ui 011.
’’When they start repeating
Needs
their rights for these many years.
me. It tiow, guts
n.
either.
asleep
aren’t
bells
paper
crepe
ti
and
fel
Lancing themselves, we’ll stop right the,c
would we?
voryyeahrollolob: aphra,e,r,
This is a tough time ofholiday.c
and begin compiling our recomThe Union of South Africa has sat on mendations," says chairman JohnI WAS trotting around asking for Halloween alms 1
WHEN
H
the problem and policy of race separation ston.
o, and
can or soap the corner grouch’s winloii,
a
savvyrii7atto" seemedtipmerhaikge arbage
*
*
*
so long that the government finds itself
was never known on the block for having an abundance of nut.
and
I
sirs.
with a boil on its behind.
Even though the committee has
age.
It’s a boil that needs to be lanced for just begun its investigation, the
I was in the candy collecting game. It was a slow October t!!
the betterment of human understanding. three weaknesses listed became
what n%l y’e ruesaerlsontolccatl)lui’d’stsiedelfl’e’f-n,orawhacaain,tu,ish.
rustle up two bags sfa gtssii
couldn’t
clear at the start. Probably beThe people of the world who look the cause Council
all name f(HiraNi5l’oh,Aa,teelNnassainekt h,Ae,
members realized
only
was
hardest at shortcomings of the United they existed before the Evaluation
tilt
Halloween in the first place. Heck, you could go outwt,ediiiinsg aulpv
States are those who have the same glaring Committee was ever established.
place any old time; what fun was there in that?
problems and wish to keep the matter off Legislating power, for instance:
Then I’d go tearing home after all the houses had been tam
several
of
For
years
majority
the
their shoulders.
P.R.W.
once or twice; I say "or twice" because I had my own favorite "trick,

thrust and parry
’Child Letter ’Slams’
SJS Student Body

student body.
Because of some personal injury
(due to carelessness) the writer
EDITOR: The letter ’Stealing feels that theft is a major problem
from childstooping pretty low" on the campus and actually sugis a direct slam against the SJS gests uncalled-for precautions (paper bags and clips) to remedy the
"situation."
I am truly sorry for the unfortunate child in this matter "as he
was not feeling well" and should
Entered as second class matter April
24. 1034, at San Jose. ( Miranda wi- have been home in bed instead of
der the set of March 3, la711. Mem- mingling with others.
ber ( aliforola Nenwpaper Publioh.
era’ Association. Published daily by
I wonder if the writer had ocAssociated Students. of **an Jose
State College, except saturday sad casion to read "The Prophet" with
Sunday. during eollege year. Sub- particular reference to the article
ocriptions aceepted only on a rebasic
In "On Children" before the book was
nialisder-of-acitool-year
Fall aemester, 1114; in spring semester, 1112. Cy4-0414Ellitorial Est. 210. removed?
510, Adv. 211. Pres. of 4; lobe PrintELAINE A. MILLICIII
ing Co. Office hours 1,13-4:20 p.m.
ASB 13808
Monday through Frida). Any Shoi1e
calls should be made during thin
period.
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College Should Make
’Effective Citizens’
EDITOR: Apparently many individuals and colleges view student
participation in extra-curricular
activities as secondary to the purpose of a higher education.
Faculty members argue that the
student’s first responsibility in college is his formal education. However, we must be aware of the
goals and values of a general education and must view student activities as a central part of the
educational process.
There are many theories dealing with college education about
which educators do not agree.
There is one, however, about
which there is no disagreement.
That is the underlying or fundamental objective of every college
should be the development of effective citizens; citizens with a
deep sense of responsibility for
their fellow man.
Although college educators agree
that the fundamental objective of
our colleges is preparation for citizenship, there is some disagreement as to the most effective
means of attaining this goal.
It is the student government

A &M Auto Repair

BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
CY2-0462 I 0th & Santa Clara

GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramatic
rates student rotes
456 E. San Salvador CV 5-4241

Real Italian

PIZZA
Is Good Anytime!
Even on Halloween! . . .
Especialy Pizza at San
Remo’s.
Recipes for San Remo’s
famous Pizzas were handed
down from Father to Son . . . and you have a choice of I I
varieties to tempt your palate. This weekendand anytime
is time for Pizza at . . .

San Remo’s
218 WILLOW STREET
trYneVelf1A1.!rie9 OV

editor’s report
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program and its related activities
which provide opportunities for a
rich and realistic approach to citizenship training that can be
found nowhere else in the college

curriculum.
SAM OBREGON
ASE 5148

Blasts Daily for Ads,
Asks Code of Ethics
EDITOR: There have been two
advertisements in this year’s Spartan Daily that definitely were not
in the best taste. One was the
GLEE advertisement condemning
scientists as international law
makers, moral philosophers and
maniacswhile all they are and
wish to be is scientists.
The other was a classified advertisement presumably placed by
Theta Xi fraternity. By some ILLOGICAL deduction, Robert Eastman thinks that there is some
connection, and mind thishumorous connectionbetween an unfortunate death at SC, a suspension
of a fraternity at Cal and an utterly morbid ad in the Spartan
Daily.
It seems inconsistent if not
completely hypocritical for any
media to take financial support
from its advertisers, only to turn
around and blast their "product"
in its editorial. This is truly not
professional journalism.
Personally. I think it is high
time that the Daily think about a
code of ethics to include editorial
policy toward its advertisers. I
don’t see how it can go on with
an "open hand" to all advertisers
and a "closed mind" to a few!
PAUL K. STROBEL
AMPS 15404

Council business has been initiated
by the Executive Committee. These
DICK JOHNSTON
five top of ficersASB President,
... heads evaluation
et, al.discuss business to be considered at the following day’s Council meeting and prepare an agenda.
Often, says Johnston, Councilmen just rubber stamp these business
items; sometimes they’re uninformed about the background of the item
being considered.
"Once in a while we’ll have a really good discussion about some.thing that comes up," says Johnston, "and that’s when we really accomplish something."
Executive Committee defenders point out that the present system
here is more efficient because it organizes business to be considered by
Council members.

of going back to the old ladies’ homes. (That was my "trick"; ii Cu
harmless and profitable.)
ONCE THE sack had been chucked to the point w
began sticking out through the bottom (somehow
also,’
sank to the bottom), everything would come tumbling ’)et onto the
like
C-rations
looked
Plenty
of
next
Horn
table.
The
kitchen
to My 1. ,Broken Hershey bars, tangerines, salted nuts, yellow corn ean4y,
creams
chocolate
from
two,
the
candy-cane
or
an early
rich people,
chews from the poor, raisins, butter balls in waxed paper bundle&
crushed
cookie
marshmallows,
halves
--anyeIthl
jelly orange slices,
that came under the broad area of "Candy."
we
bowl
owned
and
I
Then it went into the biggest
would get i
share every night, though I suspected my father of dipping into the
bowl when I was out playing.
(Maybe we kids didn’t own iiallowecn after all.)

The team that put the voice in Vanguard
needs- good technical and management talent

(EDITOR’S NOTE: The advertiser’s money pays for a set
amount of space in the paper in
which he may say what he wish(within obvious limits). That
does not mean that the Daily
agrees with him. His money cannot buy editorial poticy.)
es

Thanks Pete Bricker
For ’1000 Chuckles’
EDITOR: After three years of
watching San Jose State football
games I finally have seen some
"good old college fun and spirit."
I would like to thank Pete Bricker who added a thousand chuckles
and a great deal of spirit to the
half-time activities at the Arizona
State-SJS game.
It was well appreciated by all
and will be long remembered by
those fortunate enough to see the
show.
NEILL MINER
ASII 11405
H.ar
Gina Cerminara, Ph.D.
Speal On

HYPNOSIS
from Sorcery to Science
Dr. Cerminera is the *Ohm. of
"MANY MANSIONS," a research
study of Reincarnation based on the
EDGAR CAYCE records.

Tuesday, Nov. 3 8 p.m.
YWCA
Second and
San Antonio
Admission 11.00
College Students 04th cards 50e

tiers in the Vanguard satellite were made possible by iv", items
1,.idoped in thc Bell System: the transistor and the Bell Solar Battery.

Come in and find out how far you
can go with the BELL SYSTEM
ENGINEERS

PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS

From atomic research to engineering cost accounting, there’s
a world of opportunity in the field you’re most interested in.
If you prefer, you can choose to enter a management program, or you can develop and use your technical abilities
to the fullest.

01, Pacific Telephone

Technical and non -technical graduates for engineering and administrative positions on the Pacific’
Coast.

NOVEMBER 5 and 6, 195?

BUSINESS MAJORS

LIBERAL AfiTS

"I here’s no "getting lost in a big company" if you cnt, r our
Management Development Program. It offers training you
can’t get anywhere else, and a chance to get into manago’
mcnt in a surprisingly short time. We’re growing fast, arid
we aced executive talent that always comes from "within.
Technical and non-technical graduates for engineering and administrative positions throughout the
United States,

SIGN UP NOW AT PLACEMENT CENTER

meg.
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Filmy, Octiitier

The Gay Life
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A bit of smorgasbord is on tap
in
day with every kind and taste
offered this
entertainment being
around the Bay
weekend in and
Vincent Peale, the
Area. Nor’:Ian
Livestock Show,
Gran National
and many
GCarlos Montoyathese
more will give you a "Gay Life
this weekend.
Livestock
The Grand National
tonight at 8 at the
show begins
and will continue
Cow Palace
horse show, rothrough Nov. 8. A
and livedeo, championship events
are expected to
stock exposition
a favorite with
make this event
set,
the "horsy"
*
,i’lltere’s Charley?" That’s what
after reporting
I wanted to know
Light Opera
that the San Jose
Company would present the comMontgomedy production at the
Unforery Theater last weekend.
tunately, the company had a
change of plans but theategoers
who still long to see "Charley" can
catch him Friday and Saturday
nights at the Loft Theater In Palo
Alto, The Comedia Repertory CornBURBANK

MODELING

er

pany is performing the show not
on a stage, but in the center of
a room with seats banked around
it. Sounds interesting!
*
Tonight and, tomorrow night only, the Clay M. Greene Players
are presenting
Henrik 1bsen’s
"Peer Gynt" in the Ship at Santa
Clara University. The production
begins at 8:15 p.m, and has a cast
of 50 and 12 scene changes. This
Ibsen classic should prove just the
right type of entertainment on a
Halloween weekend.

SCHOOL
572 Halsey Ave.

CY 7.7..6O
Student Special $99.00

Lowest Gas Prices

Three talented young ladies of the
Takarazuka Dance Theatre of Japan
who will appear in historical and
modern numbers when troupe comes
to the San Francisco Opera House
for seven performances starting Nov.
9. This marks first tour of this
y by this large company.

In San Jose
ETHYL-100+ OCTANE
REG.-90+ OCTANE
Cigarettes 20e
All Major Oils-38c

20% STATIONS

and Hayes streets in San Francisco
at 8:30 p.m. trim, i ow ritt,tot and
the second at San Jose City CI lice Tuesday esening at W. }lei.
_
,
1

4th & Will:am-6th & Keyes
10TH AND TAYLOR

etzaor

HALF HOUR LAUNDROMAT
Wash the easy way and save!
WASH 20c
DRY 10c
COIN OPERATED

SOFT WATER
1

g

anatilieloPee

vil0
too

ter

U -DO -IT LAUNDROMAT
171 South 3rd

Open 24 hrs.

PROCTOR’S jot
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graddrain’
ut the

1:Itu
te.elere Place
Setting

CHOOSE THE FINEST

eirloom

The ten -man team has five relast
turning members from
year’s squad Including Ed Easton
who was selected sin the AllAmerican Pistol Team for the
’ second consecutive year in 19/$9.
Other returnees are: Julian Ma,’’el-on, David Gehringer, Bill Tapogna and Jack Douglas,

MY MY!Harvey Block bucks for best -dressed -yell -leader at the
"Stanford Stampout" pep rally Wednesday night. Song girls Judy
Daniels and Judy Foosaner take it in stride. That fellow on the left
with the what’s-this-guy-trying-to-pull-now7 expression is head yell
leader Biel( Goss. (Tux courtesy of Selix Formal Wear, 75 S. Second St.)

Dr. Forbes Says ’Reds
Trying to Out-think Us’
the extent of his physical capa- mentioned the "resurrection" of
h r I s I. "Itc.iirreetion, what’s
city."
must not be Cont hat?" questi cl one student.
Students were "very eager to
cerned chiefly with the possi- talk and know island things. In
"Even if parents try to indocbility of the Russians (int- Amerha," Dr. Forbes said. -rib.
trinate the children, at the age of
roducing us: rather, they, big question everywhere wait:
.
two the government sets in with
ire trying to out-think us.’
a program of editcation through
nursery school that destroys and
..ays Dr. Grace Forbes. assobelittles early training as fairy
ciate professor of health and
tales. They are definitely persuaditygiene.
ed away from any religious belief. Dr. Forbes spent three weeks
Dr. Forbes said.
this summer behind the Iron Curtain. She had planned to attend
"In NIoscow I SIM the hind...1
the International Federation of
apartment I ever saw in on Me.
Vniversity Women’s convention in
It was several blocks long," Dr.
Helsinki and realized she was
Forbes said. "There were severclose to Leningrad and the famous
al outstanding apartments hut
lrt museum, the Hermitage.
most were utilitarian and all
She visited Scotland, Copenhaghave eon llllll nal littehenn."
,n. and then went to Poland where
"We were glad to get out of
he joined 14 other travelers in
Russia: there is such a sense of ,
Warsaw for an 18-day bus tour
repreusion there. We felt ’now we:
of the Soviet Union via a newly
can breathe again’," she declare!
opened highway to Moscow.
The tour included a week in
Moscow and several days in Novgorod, Kalinin and Leningrad.
((’ontinsed from Wage I)
"I was Interested in the RusDR. GRACE FORBES
sian system of education became.
... "Russians out-thinking us?" "In the right years I’ve been h(-.
It is of such current Interest to
never had a complaint ati ,
’Why do no want to make star I’ve
us," she noted. "I learned as
hazing." The college’s Interfrawe
On
us?
don’t
war;
We
want
much as I eould about the educa’entity Council adopted an anti have seen enough of war’."
tional program at Most-ow State
hazing rule several years ago.
University."
Dr. Forbes explained. "Th.ty
Miring general disetission folShe was shown the university have been indoctrinated with the lowing, Dr. Stanley C. Benz,
our
theory
that
because
of
’pretty thoroughly" and talked
dean of students, said he
with students through a transint- bases the U.S. is building up
thought that the hest approach
war.
make
a
The university’s "magnificent"
to the problem of hazing is an
ill
ii
we
don’t
told
them
’We
-sembly hall has gold upholstery
1.1111r1111011:11 one, making organinever
start
is
wo
would
war;
we
aal draperies and is decorated
zations lust sirs’ of the lawn and
t oh a "tremendous" mural depict - They couldn’t understand this
regisla ions.
inLi
Tut
They
would
reply
Lenin as father of the Soviet
The author ot the new law told
...’
They
always
get
uitily
read
we
"’Ilion, she said.
the northern California delegates
(Inc
side."
Dr. Forbes saw sample meals at
that if there were anv dorm?-’
She found their altitude towat.il whether practices could t.te"defin,
tile university’s dining hall where
intereiting
for
particularly
religion
students may select a "well hallas hazing, they shouldn’t he dune.
anced luncheon plate" for approxi- students ate"very un ami
Also representing the college at
terms.
religious
with
mately ’25 cents. Dr. Forbes found
the meeting were Associate Dean
Russian bread ’so exceptional that I
"They have had no rehgions iif Students Robeit S. Martin and
I ate more bread in Russia than, training." She raisers ed. While I ni erf, a ternity Ci Auld 1 President
in the rest of my life."
conversing with students, st,
By PHYLLIS MACKALL

Mr. Miller stated that the team
had an excellent record last year.
"In one meet alone, the National
Rifle Association’s Indoor Sectional Championship Matches, five
members of the team won 18 (it
the 23 trophys given," he said. "Wm
hope to do as well this year," hi
concluded.

PAULS CYCLES
For the discriminate cyclist ...

England’s :1speed Baleigh and
Jannis 0 & 10 speed touring and
racing bicycle.
1435 The Alameda CT3-9766

The Best Mexic.2n Food
North oC the Border

EL CHARRO SPECIAL
Taco, Tamo’c, Enc. i:clect
Kice and Beals
,

$ 1

50

EL CHARRO CAFE
799 S. First
’Wstj Open 11 sin. 10 p.m.

Son Jose

CT 3-9779
Closed Wed

"Wl

She also was shows n student s’
apartments whir+ she described
as "%Pry modern and eomfortable." .tpartments afford ’s1uiit
a bit of privacy" either for a
single student or a married couple. Married students "they
have 11 1,11 ths re also"get no
extra allotment for children.
The university’s 10,000 students
crime from all parts of the country and are "the unusually able,
gifted student." Dr. Forbes noted.
"Compel it ion among at orients
there to achieve high standards is
something that few American students could imagine." she observed.
There is no slimmer session: students must work at work project,
on collective farms or factories.
"Everybody is supposed to work to

Continental Restaurant

STERLING
.

HO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

Spartan Cafeteria

MECHANICS SPECIAL
S127

’50 Chrysler Sedan

39

’52 Rombi.:r hzrdto2, 0.D.
’48 Ford Sedan

METRO MOTORS
-

470 WEST SAN CARLOS

CV 7.: 21 4

(Aire/Ct.!

91 SO. FIRST STREET, SAN 10St

LEBANESE
MEXICAN
and AMERICAN FOODS
onsl
OW’ Sr
SHISHKA-11All
Noss
CO CV 5-9519 for R
We Cater to Banquets, Priv, Parties
Special Rates to Organisations
1098 E. Santa Clara St.
Open Daily except Tuoidoy
Acl;an Den;1 Msnag;ng Ownr

A column of incielentol.intelligence
by Jockey brand

"APPLE Of THE EYE"
For this overworked phrase.
we must turn to the world s
r.chest source of quotations the Bible. Specifically,
the Old Testament,
Deuteronomy, XXXII, 10.
::He kept him 01 the apple
of his eye
"All IS NOT GOLD"
Seems like everybody hod a crack at this piece
of homely philosophy, but the originator seems
to be Geoffrey Chaucer, in -The House of
Fame-. Book I:
"Hyt is nor all gold that glareth"COUNT 10...
Was there any limit to the talents of Thomas
Jefferson/ Statesman, scientist, architect -he also
authored this admonition,
"When angry, COW)/ len before you speak;
of yery angry, o hundred.-

"Where all your friends meet"

Joeflyq T-Shirts
Open 6:30 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Monday ihru Friday

The most respected, creative careen underwear a
brand It stands to reason, then. Mot Jockey brand T-shirts
are unmatched for quality as well as styling You can
choose from standard crew neck Tshirt, -taper-tee shirt,
sleeveless I.shirt, and V-neck T-shirt models Every man
needs a drawer full of Tshirts-ond the label to look for
is Jockey brand Let it guide you to the world’s finest
underwear
fashioned by the house of

.

tk,

LEBANON

WHEN IT COWS TO
YOU :1 DO BEST AT

An organization meeting for the
vi59-60 SJS Pistol Team will be
tteld this afternoon in 1194 between1
’and 3, according to Melvin H.
\ tiller, associate professor of police
,nil adviser for the team.
Full time students interested in
t(’am membership are urged to
meet with Mr. Miller sometime
(luring the two hour period.

Approximately 20 new members
will be initiated into the German
Club I Deutscher Verein I tonight
at 7 in the Student Union.
Club adviser, Dr. Theodore Verhaaren, professor of modern languages, will show a contemporary
German newsreel after the initiation. The film is provided monthly
by the German Consulate General
In San Francisco.
The club is devoted to promoting a better understanding of German culture and developing of proficiency in the language.
All business of the dub is conducted in the German language.
Students who do not speak German are welcome, however, Dr.
Verhaaren said.
"The club helps many beginning
students master the language," he
added.

New Haze Can

4c,,10

ni
may.

menco guitarist, Montoya
per formance will carry a two-dollar
admission charge.
.
w
Dr. Norman Vincent Peale will
speak Tuesday at the Civic Auditorium in San Jose at 8:15 p.m.
Dr. Peale is known as an outstanding speaker and should prove inspirational to those who attend.

There’s much, much more to see
and do . . . The Clara Ward singers present a gospel, folk and popular music program at the Opera
House in San Francisco tomorrow
night at 8:30 . . . Pianist Glen
Carlos Montoya will make two Gould plays
selections from Moappearances this week - - one at zart, Bach and
others at the CurNourse Auditorium at Franklin ran Theater
in The City at 3 p.m..
Sunday .. . last chance to see "Al
Mighty Man Is He" starring Nancy Kelly at the Geary in S.F..
seats ft-urn $2.65 up. . . . Gilbert
and Sullivan’s "Patience" being
performed by the Lamplighters at
Lamplighter Theater, 236 McAllister St. in S.F., 8:30 tonight and
tomorrow night.
*
Tip of the Week: The Takarazuka Dance Theater of Japan is
coming to the San Francisco Opera
!louse Nov. 9 see picture). Should
an exotic event!

ti 111 9’

Pistol Team German Club
Holds First Tolnitiate20
’59 Meeting

By JOANNE OSMAN
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BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER
"C -HT CN C/34N.15-
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What’s Doin’
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chairman, Sandy Myers; secretary- president of Tranquil Manor. OthSORORITIES
CATHOLIC WOMEN’S CENTER treasurer, Robin Finley; activities er officers chosen are Karen PelThe CWC ladies are planning a chairman, Linda Smith; and song- lerite, vice president: Cookie Vida,
secretary; Sharon Hofmann, treaget -acquainted exchange with the ! leader. Kathy Ferguson.
Wednesday the ladies of Kappa surer; Robin Gill, publicity; Joanne
men at St. Maw’s College, Moral
1111111111111111111111 I II 11111111111111 MI1111111111111111111 I 11 II I I IIIII I 1111 I I IlilillillIlIlli
ga, for Nov. 7. Raunchy clothes Alpha Theta held an exchange din- Wydo, historian; Diane Freeman
will be worn to the event, for ner with the Alpha Tau Omega and Barbara Barnard, ’WM.’ representatives.
which entertainment and dancing fraternity men.
The ladies recently participated
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
have been slated.
Wednesday, the KKG’s and the in an exchange with Mummy MaDELTA GAMMA
The Delta Gamma women and Sigma Chi men held a Halloween nor, an independent men’s boardttie Pi Kappa Alpha men held an exchange. Actis Hies included din- ing house.
exchange Wednesday. The group ner, costume judging, bobbing for
NUM.
Hs DARLA 11
FRATERNITIES
carved pumpkins and delivered apples. and dancing. The Kappas
This fall California fashion- are causing a riot of dis- them to all the sorority and fra- arc working on their float with ALPHA TAU OMEGA
the Phi Sigma Kappa men.
Three new pledges at the Alcussion not only among the coeds but among the masculine ternity houses on campus.
pha Tau Omega house are Roger
elected offic- PIII MU
have
DG
pledges
set on campus.
the
surprised
Phi
Mu
pledges
Cunt/Dings, John ityde and Ken
ers for this term. They are Penny
In a recent campus poll. more than half the SJS stu- Patch, president: Sue Albright. actives with a sneak last Friday Taylor. Joe Braun has affiliated
iiiii
ber
at
the
A
sl
party
night.
dents interviewed agreed that the radical fashions of last vice president; Jackie Smith. sec- house follinved entertainment with the San Jose chapter.
retary; Nancy Oliver, social chairThe ATO’s currently are workyear ,are being replaced by more conservative and conven- man; Perry Mahr, treasurer; K. given by both pledges and ac- ing on their float
with the Gamtives.
tional but -exciting"’ styles.
ma Phi Beta sorority.
rate high also. Fur trims, cable- C. Johnson, Junior Panhellenic reNew
pledge
officers
are
MariHigh points in fashion this year I stitched necks and the turtle neck presentative; and Joan Clark, schoFrank Sullivan is newly electlyn Pewit, president; Sue Cole.
larship chairman.
are the "diplomatic" tailored Jack- , are still preferred by many.
ed house secretary. Joe Strum,
vice president: (’arid Gib!), secets and box-pleated skirts. SJS
BETA
PHI
GAMMA
this
year
nominated for the Colonel Berry
Fashionable colors
retary: Linda Howe. treasurer;
coeds rate both the short and hip. are gold and camel. This is a
Gamma Phi Beta contestant*
Award, will represent ATO in
Molly NicQuire, pledge project;
length tailored jackets as popular. 1"mad-plaid" fall season too. Clas- for the Theta (’hi Dream Girl
national competition for the
Shirley Gibb, junior Panhellenic
Sue
Blake,
Annamay
contest
are
’Marti given to the man contriCotton ivy league shirts and sic box-pleated skirts in bold
representative: Carol ChristenRowMarlene
and
MacGregor,
buting the most to the bettermatching slacks are being worn , plaids are preferred by almost all
sen and Donna Hickes, sneak
ett. Entered in the Sigma Chi
ment of the fraternity.
during the early fall, according to SJS coeds.
co-chairmen.
CurJan
contest
are
For colder weather and football Saeetheart
results from the pgll. SJS men
DELTA
SIGMA PHI
SIGMA
KAPPA
Paris.
also gave the bulky sweaters and games, both men and women pre- da and Yvonne
Sigma Kappa sorority is having
The Delta Sigma Phi Mothers’
the sorority
Last Thursday.
Eastern-styled boots high ratings. fer the classic boots fashioned
participated In an exchange with a car wash today at 168 S. 11th St. Club is sponsoring a rummage sale
In both men’s and women’s from the eastern snow shoes.
The boots, in leather or suede. the men of Phi Sigma Kappa from noon until 5 p.m. Price is 50 to be held Sunday. Monday and
fashions this year were the new
cents for each car and 25 cents Tuesday at 124 N. Market St.
raccoon collared car coats and ja- come in a multitude of colors fraternity.
extra for white walls.
Money from the project will go
ckets. Campus coeds favored the with draw strings or buckles. KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The Sigma Kappa ladies chose into their new scholarship fund
Newly elected pledge officers
seven-eighths top coats with rac- Some are ankle length while
1Barbara Hodge as their entry for which was started last year.
coon collars. The coats are gener- others are high with ribbed cuffs. for the Kappa Alpha Theta soror- the Homecoming Queen contest.
ity are. president. Jan Hill; social
The brothers held a Roaring ’20s
ally worn over straight or pleated Many s,- lired in wool
Pledge officers for this semester exchange, tit their house, Wednes.1.
skirts.
are Barbara Masterton, president; day afternoon with the women of
Sweaters, still a "must" in every
Harriet Dauphin, vice president; the Chi Omega sorority. The.group
wardrobe, come in many varieties
Sue Lockner, secretary; Diane had a barbeque.
this fall. This year many SJS
Summus, treasurer. Other officers
Marilyn Lloyd, Alpha Phi, is the
coeds are wearing a modified verare Arlene Havener, social chairDelta Sigma Phi candidate for
sion of the boy’s classic pull -over
man; Judy Gibson, activities chairHomecoming Queen.
sweater. Sweaters with a raised by gerry garden
man; Sandi Rewak, philanthropy
braid trim on the collars and cuffs
Following the Homecominy
standards
Ruth
Dodge,
chairman;
Society Editor
chairman; Lois Ethington, scholar- game, the Delta Sigs will ho!.,
their annual Spook’s Ball, at Cu.
According to designers, a woman ship chairman; Joan Lampley, jun- dalupe Red Shirts,
The age-old problem, for the
16220 Harwo,
woman’s set anyway, of "I haven’t, should have a good basic dress, ior Panhellenic representative; Rd., Los Gatos.
BEST GAS PRICES
a thing to wear" can be solved black or of some subdued shade Barbara Briscoe, historian, and
IN SAN JOSE
Three of the brothers have bee’
,f a stylish wardrobe consists of that flatters her coloring. This Carol Shabazian, parliamentarian.
AT
nominated for Who’s Who in Am
Oree dressesa "basic black," a basic dress can be worn with dif- TRANQUIL MANOR
SECOND & WILLIAM
Betsy Teigeler is new house erican Colleges and Universitic,
,ektail outfit, and a gay dress. ferent accessories.
’
A dress for cocktail parties is
a second must for a wardrobe.
This outfit may be norm aith a
variety of accessories. A cocktail suit or a skirt with several
tops is a good choice.
PINNINGS
Lastly, a woman should have
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR.
JUDY MEYER blew out the traditional candle to announce I’’
one gay dress; it should be colorful. to provide a contrast to her her Delta Zeta sorority sisters her pinning to FRED GILLMAN, senio:PROFESSIONAL PHARMACISTS
industrial management major. His fraternity. Sigma Phi Epsilon, serother more subdued outfits.
OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT
enaded Miss Meyer. who is junior general education major, from
Women are applying "war-paint" San Jose.
3-7500
PHONE CYpress
A white candle decorated with gardenias was passed at a meeting
in greater quantities this year. Almost 30 per cent of all women used of Sigma Kappa sorority to announce the pinning of JOAN MeAFEE
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STS.
1 some sort of hair coloring last and PATRICK PARTRIDGE. Parttidge, junior pre-law major, is in
year, although 20 per cent of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Miss McAfee is a senior business and
industrial major.
isers did not have gray hair.
Eye make-up sales have nearly
ENGAGEMENTS
doubled since 1937, repot ts the VaWAGNER surprised the ladies of Duchess Hall when she
SUE
riety Store !Merchandiser. In addition, more than 80 per cent of the blew out the candle announcing her recent engagement to DENNIS
females over 14 years of age use ROE NTREE.
Clucs were read and a hag of chocolates were passed to announce
lipstick; the aveiage woman buys
21u lipsticks a year. Lipstick sales the engagement of ED HAWORTH and JERE PHIPERS. Hawortl,.
lone account for about 35 per is a senior social science major from Long Beach; Miss Phipers,
junior secretarial major, from Menlo Park, is a member of Sigma
of total cosmetic sales.
*
Kappa sorority.
LELIA COE, junior education major, announced her engagement
In this weight -conscious era, a
simple, inexpensive device is being to IVAN ISAACSON, who attends Cabrillo Junior College in Watson used to determine if a person is "Ile.
Members of Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity serenaded BETTYputting on a few excessive pounds.
NEVIL, of Gamma Phi Beta sorority in announcing her engagement to
flat
Lie
test:
obesity
For the
DAVE TOWLE. Towle is a senior from Fullerton; Miss Nevi!, freshnd relax. Place a 12-inch ruler on
I man speech and drama major, is from San Francisco.
-Aor abdomen, with one end be,
KARL SPAETH announced his engagement to JOAN HENSHAW
.. cen the Bale of your ribs. On a
this summer. Spaeth is a junior psychology major, from Oxnard. The
. rmal abdomen, the ruler will lie
wedding is set for Dec. 27.
409 E. SANTA CLARA ST.
.1. It the ruler paints upward
SUE VAILE, Kappa Alpha Theta, senior education major, from Palo
, I,1 away from your ribs, extra ,
-PEW,
, Alto, is wearing an engagement ring given her by CHUCK Di
iiinds are gathering.
from Palo Alto. DePew is a First Classman at the U.S. Military AcaThe Nutrition Foundation redemy at West Point. A summer wedding is planned.
ts that the avei age person can ’
JIM LUNDBECK, senior business major from Paso Robles, will
,- e one pound a week by cutting
claiin JANET ASHBROOK, Kappa Alpha Theta, as his bride during
1 500 calories a day.
a Feb. 6 cerernany. Miss Ashbrook is a sophomore business major from
Whittier. Lundbeck is a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
KATHRYN HARRINGTON, freshman drama major, is engage.1
to RICHARD GROEN, an apprentice in plumbing at San Jose City
college. Miss Harrington holds the title of Miss San Jose this year. I

(Womett i

Rtye

College Campus Wear
In Conventional Turn

Poise-n-Ivy

Sahara Oil Co.

Love in Bloom

’,(dayne APU9

They are Ron Conklin, Bob Gifford and Ross Phelps.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Tomorrow the Phi Sigma Kappa
men and their dates will attend
the SJS-Stanford game and then
return for is dance and hayride
which will be held at Trader Law’s,
In San Jose.
Don Covello, Bert Cube’. and
Gary Gerbrant were welcomed into the fall pledge class with a
formal pinning Monday night. New
initiates include Bob Mattos, Mike
Wilson, Larry Writzbacir, Gordon
Johnson anti Jerry Sutton.
The brothers are planning an
exchange with the Delta Gamma
sorority next Friday.
SIGMA CHI
Tomorrow the Signia (’hi men
and dates will hold a HallOWeell
party at the fraternity house
Stanford-SJS
t he
following
game.
SIGMA NI’
This year the Sigma Nu fraternity has changed its address. After living eight years at 646 S.
Fifth St., the fraternity bought
the Kappa Kappa Gamma annex
at 148 S. 11th St. this summer. The
old house was sold last year.
After the SJS-Stanford game,
the brothers and their dates will
be guests of the Stanford chapter
for a party and dance.
A pre-game dinner and after game dance, at the Kerosene Club,
is slated for Homecoming evening.
Alumni will be honored.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Recently the brothers of Sigma
Phi Epsilon held a Gay ’20s party
with their fraternity brothers at
the University of California at the
Cal chapter house. Over .150 persons attended the flapper event.

Dudley Hall Ghos
Caught in Actio n
Who says ghosts "in , th,ng
the past?
For the past three
weeks 111
terious noises have been
heard is
the attic of’ Dudley Hail,
It
San Carlos St., revealed
Sher
Thompson, kredes,idennorone
Since the door to the
attic
always
could ex.
plain the cause of the
thunsth
and banging, she continued.
During one of the reeent
noi r
ramblings of the Dudley
ghost.
mystery was solved. Several t .he
the more adventurous coells
found a skeleton key; and Iii
beil
unable to resist playing a pro
had sneaked into the attic
created scary noises, Miss Thoma.rid
son concluded.

Noted Author Speak
Author Jose A. Villarreal
wa,
guest at a ssminac an family o
tions conducted recontly t.
Laurence E. Smaiden.
ptofessm" of home econonl.
barest ie the authoi t:f
a novol abcut Amer I
can des,.!..:nt.

A-1 Auto in,vrance

Pay as you Drive
Special Rates for
Married Students

Phone CY 3-6116
Day or Night

aMMENI

COMBINATION
PLATE

59’

Choice of:
Enchilada - Taco - Tamale
Plus Rice, Beans, Salad

Tico’s Tacos

4th and St. James
’sit

113e,

ADA’S LAUNDERETTE

WASH 15c

DRY

10c

Lots of Room to Study
While You Wail’

OPEN 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

CoPtier,45
liollykood ctudie

Student Wives
To Meet Monday

M URI GES
Os I will meet Nlotiday at the
MICKEY ZAVACK married DOTTIE EVANS recently at a cert.,,ristian renter, Fifth and Sanl
..rnando Sts., at 8 p.m. A demon- , mony held at the Evans’ home in Los Gatos. Zavack is a member oi
,ration showing how to make in-! Pi Kappa :11phit fraternity
pensive Christmas decorations
,I1 be given.
’-’,tudent wives interested In ohning more information about
’her the meeting or membership
AND
Janet Green, ALpine

Shank’s Drive-In Cleaners

SHIRT LAUNDRY

MARCHICK’S
ARMY -NAVY

APPROVED SANITATION DRY CLEANING
-In at 9:00 a.m. Out at 5:00 p.m.

ONE DAY SERVICENO EXTRA CHARGE
15 YEARS YOUR OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER FOR...

?

Homecoming Queen
Dream Girl
Soph Doll

Ukes

Briefcases

Binders

Drawing Sets Slide Rules

and all Fraternity and Sorority eventsSpecializing
in graduation and placement photos. Proofs shown
and guaranteed.
(Ni-) Appointment Necessary)

41 NORTH FIRST ST.

Bongos

CYpress 2-8960

McGREGOR
CONTINENTAL RIBS
This is the look first seen at the slopes and lodges oT
Switzerland, Italy and Austriahand-knit, expensive
rugged. McGregor now brings you thls look in a Oto
collection of Continental cardigans, vests and pullovers.
A handosme, hardy blend of 75% lambswool, 2r Orlon for better wear and easy care. You’ll like
100% washability and at -ease good looks.

Confinoafal Rib Shawl Pulkovo.

SPECIAL
one week only

PANTS
60c

New fashion neckllne with contrasting color trim.

$12.95

All at Discount Prices
CHARGE IT .. SIX MONTHS TO PAY

Open Thursday Night
223

So. First Street

2nd & San Carlos

CV 3-3701

127 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

host
:tion
I
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Coaches Hope To Use Ground Test’Detroit
Along With Potent Air Game ,r1’rtil S

artr:Tyc

Friday, Octaer :to, 1959
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(-1 a prank.
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(Continued Isom Page 1)
Sophomore quarterback Ray PoState, will get
desto of San Jose
nod in what will be
the starting
his toughest assignment to date:
Spartan pass paPodesto leads the
astounding .763 comrade with an
yardage-wise
pletion. The big gun
however is Emmett Lee, 14th in

offense.
the nation in total
crTEBBY IN KEY

Oneal elderly, who Titchenal
describes as the best’ back on the
coast," will be the main cog in
machinery.
the Spartan ground
The pint sized package of TNT
hardest runhas pros en one a the
His ability
ners to nail this year.
for yardto bounce off tacklers

Stanford’s lone win was over
the College of Pacific Tigers in
their (Bird game of the season,
21-6, a game decided in the final
minutes.
They have suffered setbacks at
the hands of USC, 30-28; Oregon,
28-27; Washington, 10-0; WSC, 3619; and Wisconsin, 16-14.

KEROSENE CLUB

:,(ot

Balladeers Supreme

MONDAY

MIKE CALLAHAN
Folk Sieger

TUESDAY

CASUALS DANCE BAND
WED. FRI.- SAT.

Luncheons Daily

chyle SLATE
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Slicke Hands with the Devil

- r
tlortHmest Mounted Police

EL RANCHO

"YELLOWSTONE
KELLY"
PLUS

"CRY TOUGH"
_ ALSO
"CELL BLOCK 2455,
DEATH ROW"
Ceryl Chessmen

TOWNE
THEATER
1433 The Alameda

Young and Passionate
ni, the director

plus

Three Strange Loves
rre

,

though and the 49ers have two

side lines for the DSP score, and
then caught a pass from Grant
Hornbeak
artxfor
-.nthe
ihcgame
nilc
e
point. Fred Walston made a
diving catch of a Roger Weiland

the

S

(17-191
Williams

48-01)
Streeter

Stanford

st.

,

.

- - -

SJS

atieh. st.

Ohio St.

Mich. St.

Mich. St.

Air F.

Army

Army

Air F.

11a. Tech

ilia. Tech

Duke

Oa.

T1.1.11

l’ SC

11’SC

"SO’

(’OP

COP

COI.

Lana Turner

Purdue

Purdue

Nortlio.n
Iowa St.

’

The electric, moving drama of the struggle
young girl’s search for human acceptance

a

cellor J. D. Williams of the Uni- said yesterday more information
versity of Mississippi rejected a and possibly more moon pictures
student request today for a school are to come from Russia’s
hmUiholiday if Mississippi’s football flying Lunik
this
team beats Louisiana StateIII.
---tion, and we will have classes a,
weekend.
usual." he said,
"This is an educational instit

2.95

A

Sal Mineo

Jim
Gary Crosby
Terry Moore
A comedy done in CinamaS,ore

NO COVER -NO MiNIMUM - NO FOOLING

L

OPEN until 2 a m. on Weekends and 12 p.m. Weekdays

The iittmfue Coffee fiewe
484 E. San Carlos

between

5r5

CY

5-486

LL

(CR ZINC COATIZI1

.

PREVIOUSLY AVAILAILI FOR FORD PRODUCTS ONLY
.
. IN STOCK NOW AND AVILASLE FOR MOST OTHER MAKES.
, AT NO EXTRA COSTI

ALUMINIZED STEEL CASE
FOR LONGER LIFE

148% HEAVIER (OBSTRUCTION
NEW RUST RESISTING DESIGN

SEX DRIVES VERSUS HUNGER MOTIVATIONS,
or GROWLER HAS A LUNCH DATE
GROWLER: Hi Stella
STELLA: Hello Ape.
it the type Oi girl that must nickname el er,tore. In this

INSTALLED FREE
IN 15 MINUTES
OTHER MUFFLERS FROM 888

IntIFF

0.1avaiti WW2.egivrwrw (30
NEW 1960 STYLE!

AVAILAInt

INSTAU.ED

NOW FOR YOUR CAR

FREE

IN

IN.

"VICTORIA"
Delos,
tetSHeavy
*551.W
Corer for most
BEG 40 00

OWL

2788

oporaiwomilft

Stan tuns I INAS. and although his menu is large and
lined, it IMPS 1101 /MI I prime rill.
Hot slogs, and

Ise intention.

GROWLER: LARKS has real good food.

The, stroll hack along the lot el, tree lined lanes to campus

1.:th St., UM/ its urn,. anti lull ol wood food.
MORAL: The way to a man’s stomach is through his heart.
181 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

10th and 11th

I

A

STELLA: I liked it fine.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

CY 4.331)

Pd

1MUFFLERS

Gross ler MIS this in a manner indicating that le5 irstenfise,A
see use entire’s. honorable.

BaduS

L’e:o ,5th of Sean

No Jazz Saturday

sIt

GROWLER: How did you like your lunch Stella?

"A PRIVATE AFFAIR"

TV Rentals Co.

Tonight
SINGS FOLK, SPIRITUALS CALYPSO

tt

Thes rat lunch its a,, attnosphere of romans
Coke’s.

LIBERAL CREDIT TERMS

LEAVE ’CUR CAR PEEORE CLASS
IT’LL DE READY WHEN YCU ARE!

STELLA: I’ll have a dog, too.

ALSO ... on the same program

First Month’s Rent Can Be
Used as Down Payment
If Ycu Decide to Purchase

HERM WYATT

Purdue

h’, an to /. IRA S.

Of

No repair or service charge on rentals

THE VERY POPULAR

More Moon Pictures

’I

choose from

FREE...

FIARRIERS REST WEEK
This is a rest week for the Sao
Northo ’n
Northw’n
Northu’n
Jose State harrier squad as ii’’
meet has been scheduled. O Nm
lots Ii St.
Kansas
Kansas
13. the Spartans host the
ern California schools 1,, decide
the Northern Califonnia championMt 15(1 AV
Alexander ship.
Nesnieyanov. Russia’s top scientist . ’
Purdue

GROWLER: I’ll have a dog. (for those not understanding preandrothal it means hot dog.)
STELLA: I’ll have prime rib, with a baked potato, and sour cream,
and
STAN: We just have the stuff up on the menu.

Sandra Dee

100 sets to

SUBSTANTIAL GUARANTEE
ON ALL SETS

466 F.,.

ek. 24-18.

Zanotto will lead the c..
against the Gaters tomorroa.

Gross ler’s hunger stinutlation im stronger than him set dreg

"IMITATION OF LIFE"

1 normal strength.

tains the San Francisco State on!
fit at 11 a.m. on the soccer field
San Jose was defeated 1’
.
the Son Francisco
:
and the California Bears
’41c point.

STELLA: O.K.
;.5’

TELEVISION
BUY OR RENT

noii Myers, Gary Foss anti ’I’

COP

No Game Holiday
."

545

Mallow
-

GROWLER: Let’s eat over at LARKS.

All In Color

"(lances in this one too as coi,"11
Harry Anderson plans to suit ep
only 24 men, six or seven uluhi

In an attempt to recover from
two straight one -run losses, the
San Jose State soccer team enter-

; (39-27)

_

1(.1-1,st

indlana-Northw.n.

(.12-24)
Brown

came she has done a commendable job.

MAYFAIR

makes one of his
patented "Alley Oop’’ receptions in the Chicago Bear game
last week at Kezar Stadium.

the season, goes against Foothill
college Saturday at 8 p.m. it:
F,a,thill’s Diesner Field.
The injury problem will probably affect the Spartabahes’

CAN DO ITR(eal

goo!) Owens

San Jose Slate’s frosh football
team, plagued by injuries most of

scheduled to retttrn to action.
Foothill lost to Vallejo .1. e

defend:.-Ts.

Gaters Invade
partan Grid Picks Soccer Field

straight game of the season. 9-7.1 AF-Artity
over PiKA. Bill Kiely caught a ,
(l a. Mil -Doke
runner in the end zone for a

-We arc gutult.; tt he it lot tough} er tonight than the last time we
played them." This was the comment by Coach Roger McCandless
in reference to tonight’s 8:30 game
with the San Francisco Olympic
Club in the Spartan pool.
Since the last meeting between
these two teams, the Spartans
have developed more poise and
installed a , concentrated attack
while the SFOC was beaten by a
sound California Bear team 13-9.
Coach McCandless said, "Tonight we will concentrate on stopping Irving Zador, who is acclaimed by many as the greatest
water polo player in the world. We
will double team him in many instances."
Preceding the varsity game the
SJS freshman encounter the Carlmont High School team at 7 p.m.
In Wednesday’s game, Roger
Scaife shot six goals through the
net to lead the Spartans to a 16-8
victory over the COP Tigers.

49er

they’re better than in past Yeats
but ho w ineli
better"
u

OUT OF THE PASTSpartan end Charlie Hardy (57) is on the
receiving end of Tony Teresa’s pass as Stanford Quarterback John
Brodie (12) vainly tries to make tackle. Roy Hiram (22) runs interference which paved the way to SJS’ first score in 19-14 upset
victory of 1954.

Jerry Choate’s 63 yard sprint in
waning minutes of the gams.
,rned Phi Sigma Kappa a 6-6 s.ls-Stanford
le with a fading Sigma Chi team. Ohio st.-Mleli. st.
Lambda Chi Alpha won its third

Poloists Face
OlympicClub

Spartababes
MeetFoothill

ONLY R

One of the Spartababes’ injured,
Lee Nfarini, should he able to play
Idefense according to Anders,,n.
They held the Rams scoreless..
Foothill s h o it Id lie at
the Lions to 13, and last Sunday, ,
strength for the tilt with
the Bears to 17 and at no time has ,
leading gro und gainer Jim 11t.
the opposition really rolled over

pass for the only SAE marker.

PiKA
safety to make the difference.

The 49er squad this year is basically the same one that has been
in and (nit of the title race the
past few years (mostly MID, with
+1,e exception of a few new faces
in the defensive alignment and
new head coach. Red Hickey.
Whether or not it’s Iliekey that
making
them go or rookie
standouts Dave Baker, Monte
Clark. Abe Woodson, and Ram
castoff Clancy Osborne, no one can
. say for sure, but that defense is
I "finitely improved

ATO score.
. DSP won a tightly contested ’
game from Sigma Alpha Epsilon
7-6 at Columbus Park. Gill Zaballos streaked 20 yards down the

365 E. JULIAN
presents
WAYFARERS

1.

morn

minute interception made the difference. Keith Antes passed to
Mickey Filing to register the oth-

-4
4

With the season approaching the
half -way mark in the NFL, the
Baltimore Colts, last year’s titleists, appear the only obstacle in
the 49ers road to their first title.
The Colts are quite an obstacle

The Lions Mat the Rams last
Sunday, 17-7, and will he out to
aleime an early ’wanton losis to
the 49ers hack in Detroit.

ATO and DSP, each with only
one loss, kept right on the pace
by posting wins over their opponents yesterday.
ATO edged Delta Upsilon 13-6
as Pat Reeves’ score on a la,,t

CY 7-9900
A,Atcrium

day when they meet the Detroit
Lions in Kezar Stadium at 2 p.m.

The Spartans come into this enTomorrow’s game will be broad- games with the Colts before anyNORMAN’S ARM DEADLY
counter with a 4-2 record and the cast over station KEEN in San one thinks about winning any"I know that Norman is a good Indians a dismal 1-5.
Jose with Bob Blum at the mike. thing.
So Coach Red Hickey’s crew
goes on playing them one at a
time and this Sunday it’s the revengc-minded Lions who the San
4;s4,7i
Franciscans must hurdle.
a

1.1ideleated Theta Chi t»oved a step closer to the Intrafraiernity League football crow n ss it It a 12-0 as in os e r
Sigma Phi Epsilon yesterday at River Glen Park.
Bud Thompson hit Bob Garret; with two scoring
pd, -es to make the difference. The TC defensise team.
sshich has allowed only one touchdown thus far, came up
ssith another fine showing.

, C

GOR
RIBS

San Jose holds victories over ,
Denver, 14-13; Hawaii, 44-14; I
Fresno State, 40-14; and Arizona ’
State, 25-14. They have been beat- ,
en by Oregon University, 35-12:1
and WSC, 30-6.

By DOUG WILLIAMS

395 Almaden Ave.

Xis
61c

pressure passer; he has demonstrated this week after week as
opposing teams’ defense concentrated on him but he continues to
complete the passes."
Close to 35,000 fans are expected to witness the game Saturday.
With Stanford’s showing against
USC last week and the Spartans
dandy against the Sun Devils, the
size of the crowd might even surpass this. They hardly figure to
make a dent in huge Stanford Stadium which seats 90,000 comfortably.

Theta Chi Gridders
Remain Undefeated

Open at 4 p.m.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA

James

age on key downs has kept many
a Spartan drive from flickering
out.
Locking beads with the great
Burford will be Dan "49er" Colchico, defensive standout for the
Spartans. Titchenal will not concede a defensive edge to the Spartans because of the caliber of opponents the Indians have met.
"Our key men will undoubtedly be
our linebackers," he said. Against
a passing team like Stanford the
linebackers will make or break
the team’s defense. "They’ll have
to read that pass," Titch admitted.

fensise aggregation for the
first time in years. the San
Francisco 49ers anemia to
hang onto first place in die
Wytvrit
ision of the ’National Football League :41in-
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Department News

I

ECONOMICS-GEOGRAPilY
Dr. Leonard W. Weiss, associate
professor of economies, is completing work on a textbook for
beginning economics students. The
book deals with several aspects of
Industrial economics. It is scheduled fur publication by John Wiley
and Sons in January, 1961. Dr.
Weiss has been working on the
text for two years.
PSYCHOLOGY
Dr. Charles Smith, to:ski:int
professor of physiology, will speak
on "The Physiology of Speech,"1
at a meeting of Psi Chi, campus
psychology club, Nov. 6. 7:30 pro..
in the home of Dr. William N. Mc Bain, assistant professor of psychology. 1657 alcflain Ave.
SOCIAL SCIENCE
The Social Science Department I
Is working on a plan for social
science minors to accompany general elementary, junior high and
general secondary credential majors in social science. Minor programs would include history, sociology, geography and political
science. The procrram may be
available by next semester. Dr.
Leo P. Kibby, head of the department, announced.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Faculty members of the Pnw.

KBM

litical Science Department will
meet today to study a preliminary
proposal of a master’s degree prograin submitted to the State Board
of Education in Sacramento. If
the proposal is approved, the program may be ready for next semester, according to Dr. Leo P.
Kibby, head of the social science
area.
HISTORY
Dr. Lawrence B. Lee, assistant
professor of history, has been appointed new adviser for history
students. Dr. Edgar A. Hornig,
associate professor of history and
former adviser, asked to be relieved to do research.
POLICE SCHOOL
Willard E. Schmidt, head of the
SJS Police School, has been I.
appointed to the training and education commitee of the Peace Of ricers Association of California
The appointment was made 13)H
John Claussen, sheriff of Napa
County and president of the Peace
Officers Assn.
HOME ECONOMICS
A dinner for department faculty members and their families will
be held by the Home Economics

SS Grad Back
To Help Alumni

RENT A TYPEWRITER
Special Student Rafe
3 MONTHS $15
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACH’’!".::.
96 E. San Fernando

Department Tuesday at 5 p.m. in
I-1E5.
Miss Joyce Bolton, assistant professor of home economics, participated In a panel discussion on the
topic of "Adjustment to Nursery
School" Oct. 15 during a meeting
of the Peninsula Nursery School
Association.
EDUCATION
Dr. William rt. Rogers, professor of education, delivered an address in Sayville, Long Island.
N.Y., before the 114th annual
meeting of the New York State
Teachers Assn. Subject of his address was "Language for Living."
He spoke before one of the forums
on "Building ’for the Future."

Newman
ko u sl
Tomorrow

,Blac

Newman Club will present a
variety show and exchange for
members with the Stanford Newman Club tomorrow night at 8.
Theme of the show is "Blackouts." There is no admission
charge. Bob Reynolds is directing
the program. Chairman of the entire show is Judy Gilroy, social
chairman.
Judy Gilroy, Marilyn Henry and
Judy Burke will sing. Duet members will be sung by Annette
Scott and Loretta Ledoux. A pantomime to a Shelly Berman record
is also planned. There will be
dancing between acts.
Campus clothes are appropriate
for the show.
Sunday is Sunday-of-the-Month
St Newman Club. There will be a
mass at 7 p.m. at St. Patrick’s
Church followed by a spaghetti
dinner at Newman Hall at 8 p.m.
A dance will be held following the
dinner.
Price for the dinner, which is
open to all students, is 65 cents.
Tickets are on sale Saturday at
Newman Idall or at the door Sunday night.

Pledges Announced
At Shields’ Function
Pledges for the Spartan
Shields were named at a rush
function held Tuesday night.
They are Chuck Watkins,
Bill l’oulos. Gary Wood. Bill
Bowman, Dick Alderson,
Bob Davis, Ron Gervis and
Doug Johnston.
The Shields is a sophomore
men’s service organization. The
members are chosen for scholarship, service and character.
The 25 men who are now members run the information booth
at registration, belp with ticket
sales for football games, usher at
many campus events and serve as
guides during conventions held ott
campus.
The members are all working
on Homecoming events this
week. Some of the nien have
charge of the Homecoming parade committees; others will
he driving the cars for the
queen, the cheerleaders and the
parade marshal In the parade.
"The organization serves as a
meeting ground for student leaders," said Ric Trimillos, publicity
chairman.
The organization, with the
Spurs (formerly Spartan Spears),
helps present entertainment and
parties to patients at the Agnews
State Hospital.
Officers of the organization
are Chick Threlfall, president:
Jitil Clark, vIce president: Scott

SJS graduate Neil Sullivan
came back to school Monday to
accept the job of helping graduating seniors and other alumni to
find jobs.
He’s business and industrial
placement supervisor for the
Placement Office, a "go-between"
position for job-hunting students
and alumni, and job-offering industrial and business firms.
Economy Student/Teacher summer
Mr. Sullivan, 27, was graduated
The members of Pi Delta
tours. American conducted, from WI
Russia by Motorcoarh. 17 -days in 1958 and became manager of
Omega, women’s police sorority,
from Warsaw or Ilekinki. Visit rural three area employment agencies
will hold a barbecue Sunday afttowns plus major cities.
I before accepting the college placeernoon at Alum Rock Park honorGrand Tow.. Russia,
Diamond
ing rushees.
Poland, Czechoslovakia. Scandinavia. ment position vacated when Richard E. Murphy became housing
Western Europe highlights.
The barbecue will begin at 2
See
Collegiate Circle. Black
manager.
p.m., according to Rosielinda
Cruise. Russia, Poland, CzechosloAlr. Sullivan majored in personReyes, publicity and social chairvakia,Scandinavia,Benelux,W.Europe.
relations and is presman.
Eastern Europe Adventure. First nel industrial
Sorority membership is comtime available. Bulgaria, Roumania, ently working for a master’s deRussia. Poland. Czechoslovakia, Westgree through the SJS evening pro- ,
posed of coeds majoring in penolern Europe scenic route.
gram.
ogy, police science, criminology
III See your Travel Agent or write
While attending SJS Mr. S
Ind any other related fields such
van was a member of the Ind .as psychology and sociology.
Gordon E. Misner, assistant pro400 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y. trial Arts Club, and Rho Chi and fessor of police is the club’s adIMMIIMIHMIIIMENIIIMINMENI Eta Mu Pi, business fraternities. , TOD
German Club, initiation party viser.
1
land German movie, Student Union,
7-9 p.m.
Hub -0 - Kamaaina, Ilalloween
party, Spzuatin Y. 8 p.m.
I
Pistol Team, organization meetTODAY
ing. B94, 1 to 3 p.m.
Sports Car Assn., members’ colHoffman Electronics, Los AnCOMFORT
for
or slides and movie night, 1185 geles, graduating seniors, elecCONVENiENCE
Rethinks Dr., 7:30 p.m.
trical, electromechanical, mechanFRIENDLY SERVICE
ical engineering and physics,
MODERATE RATES
TOMORROW
150, Halloween party, WG22, MONDAY
From $4.50 to $1.00
pYpress" 4a9404 .
Fibreboard Paper Products
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
Dr, -in Garage
Fiau PROOF CONSTRUCIFO%
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
; Newman Club, exchange with Corp., San Francisco, graduating
161VISION ilANCIUFT ROC.
ketch G
Manager COME tr-,FDP
fOUN,AIN
Stanford. Newman Hall, 79 S. seniors, accounting and marketing
Shell 011 Co., Los Angeles, grad. Fifth St., 8 p.m.
Spartan Chi, Ilalloween party, uating seniors, marketing, sales.
South
Antonio
Soo iris,. Colitntruc,
Strident Union, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
SUNDAY
Newman Club. Mass at Saint
Patrick’s Church, Ninth and Santa
Clara Sts., 7 p.m.; dinner, Newman Hall, 79 S. Fifth St., 8 p.m.
Roger Williams Fellowship, Bible
Class, 10:30 a.m.; dinner and meeting, 5:47 p.m.. Grace Baptist
Church, 10th and San Fernando
Sts.
Rooms for Reef
Classified Rates:
San Jose Players, meeting, 550
The a line first insertion
Room
come
to
students,
Tale
ITS.
-urn.
S. Sixth St Apt. 2, 7:30 p.m.
20c a line succeeding insertions
inforrneion.
T.--1
for
2 line minimum.
Wesley Foundation, Dine -a -Mite
Double room for men. Linens furnished.
dinner. 6 p.m., discussion; "The
To Place an Ad:
705 S. 5th St.
Cell of Student Affairs Office,
Mon -Clean, cheerful rm. Furn. heat Gods of Inner Space," 7 p.m., 205
Room 16, Tower Hall.
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No Phone Orders
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MONDAY
Rooms for men, 10. sr a.. washer. Nee.
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I
:’een. New furnitu,o $30 rno.
ris Dailey Auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
Junior Clans, meeting, S326.
store, crass of 59.
Ring lost-Rue
Clan
& 1959 & . 0. po.vord. Ft Rays Hous-room, kit. prin. or board 1-30 p.m.
ini,,,,,,_D.B.
2 S 13th St.
8-3030.
sophomore (lase, meeting, S210,
Shore Rentals
Lost -- Lady’s watch. Ham.’on 5,5
rosi,c1 1,-;,d L’s’ ; 1.,-a Enwern Scia Girl to share new 2 6,..,

See Russia
in 1960

Police Coeds
Plan Outing
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Job Intenriews

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL

MONTG,MERY HOTEL

CLASSIFIEDS

Kennedy, secretary; treasurer,
Charlie Brown: publicity chairman, Itle TrimIlios; rush chairman, Ed Burke; and Denny
Thomas, pledge trainer.
Other members are Bill Nelson, Al Burdick, Evan Howard,
Bob Gangi, Chuck Butters, Roger
Remick, John Kilfoil, Bill Smith,
Chuck Allard, Warren Allen,
Bruce Donald, Dick Duran, Don
Dutton and Wayne Nelson.
Adviser for the group is Raymond Wilkerson, assistant professor of chemistry.

Wesleyans
To Discuss
’Space Gods

of Inner Space" will
" 1 it.he the topic of discussion by the
Wesley Foundation Sunday, 7 pro ,
205 E. Santa Clara St.
The discussion of values of students on campus will be led by
the Rev. Donald Emmet, Presbyterian chaplain; the Rev. Henry
Corner, Methodist chaplain; and
Dr. Walter Plant, associate prolessor of psychology.
Dinner will be at 6 p.m. Cost is
10 cents.
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Call CY 75102.
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1956 Chen. Corvette, 253 also., dun’
, -atic trans. etc. cond. Eves
EL 4.9637.
’52 MG -TD. ver)’ Clean. Call Torn Liss
o CY 59584.
51 Hudson, R&M, OD.. dual carb. c.
-A. $350. CH 3 5932.
Just ovarhe01e-.1
56 Yolks, exec.
R&M. $1195. Cali after 5 p.m Cl 3.4764
Miscellaneous faot Sub

Port typewriter, In new, $60 Choice of
P
of SinithCorona. FR 8.8321
,f 0. 4 pan
One Harmony Tenor Guitar 14 s‘.. .
$45 aa
Cnr $30. One Martin 1.1
Ca’ 130’rn for $15. CY 82392. 42.
70- An’ 5
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Canterbury
Talk Sunday

PRESE:YTERIAN
CHURCH
-he Alarred,..
C ?
(.0

Episcopal Church
Services at Trinity, 81 N. 2nd
Communion
8.00
9:25 ,i ’I 11,00 a.m.
Morning Prayer
W. B Murdort, Rector

Sunday Services
11 a.m.; 7 p.m.

JOHN KNOX
FELLOW5:11P
(to ur,

9:45 a.m. Persp..iive
6:00 p.m. Knott Club
Come meet student
friends here
a positive plan for
Christian feowsh113
speakers
discussion grcups
social activities
G. Winfield Blow,. Minister
Charles Tyler,
to Stud

UNICEF Collection FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Planned by Wesley
Two Blocks from CampLs

TRIC
"A Group with YOU in mind"
EVERY SUNDAY
9:30 A.M. Leadership Seminar
5:45 P.M. Felowship Time
.
Fall Semes’er: World Ethics and
3rd and San Antonio
The Pink Building

’Methodism’s Ministry at SE

Photos Avcacede
Graduating teaching majors whol
wed photos for their teacher
placement file may have 10 made
iro $1 today, 1-5 p tn., in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Teaching majors are required to submit
photos. the Placement Office said

First Methodist
Church

St. Paul’s
Methodist Church

FIFTH and SANTA CLARA STS.

TENTH and SAN 54, JADCR STS

Welcomes you to

MORNING WORSHIP
9.30 and II a.m.

"Beliefs That Matter"

C P
Q
SERVICE STATION
Premium Gas and 00 at Lowest
of Prices!
Sane through our Membership!
13f1, & Julian
Open 24 hrs.

Reverend Getty, Minister
Rev. DONALD A. GETTY, Minister
John M. Foster, Assoc. Minister

Expand your knowledge
of the physical universe through
advanced research projects at
LAWRENCE RADIATION’ LABORATORY
leader in nuclear research

On Thursday -Nov. 5

will be on campus to answer
your questions about
employment opportunities
at the Laboratory
Physicists

Electronic engineers

Mechanical engineers

Metallurgists

Mathematicians

Ceramic engineers

Chemical engineers

Current activities include programs involving
nuclear -powered ramjet propulsion, controlled
thermonuclear reactions, the industrial applications
of nuclear explosives and basic particle research.
your placement office for an appointment

LAWRENCE
UNIVERSITY OF

2nd and San Antonio

SUNDAY SERVICES
8:30 ard 11:00 MORNING WORSI-iiP
7:00 EVENING SERVICE
Dr. Clarence Sands - Minister
A Cordial Invitation for Every Sunday

"Trick or UNICEF" will Inc. ti
greeting given by Methodist students of the Wesley Foundation
tomorrow night as they collect for
the United Nations International
Children’s Economic Fund.
An open house party at th.,
home of one of the members wi!.
follow the collection. Students iii’requested to bring 25 cents fo:
the party, according to Allan Va,,
Lehn, service chairman.
All Methodist students are invited to don costumes and participate in the service project
which will begin at 7 p.m. The:.
will meet in the Wesley Found:,
tion Lounge, 205 E. Santa Claru

Chemists

of the American language, College Edition
Apartments for Root
’more eintries (1 4 2,000)
more examples of usage
Apt. (urn. 575 S-. i lii Sari
7 rs,,
CY 5.499(. 5
more idiomatic expressions
Lae. faire-.-2-bdrm. apt. S’ ’
more and fuller etymologies
%postai Hallam
Student Mgr. CY 3 3456.
mere and fuller synonymies
Chicken salad senkrieh, with potato sal
Attractive l -bedroom Cum. nr.. - most up-to-date
end one millaaake 85s. Mention A0
campus. Married coupIa p.
o-claring. Mers Drive Inn. 945 E
$97.50.725 S. Sae. CY 4 0-’5 r
Available at your college store
St.
. . r
4 p
MI WORLD PUBLISHING COMPANY
Fare. -4-spf. 452 5, 4.si St.. San Jose. C I Licensed day care, 2-5 yrs. Eastside.,
Cleveland and New York
K,, Nursery. CY 4.8076.
4-5085 or AL 2.3420. 3 students.

WESTMINSTER

7

filtrrylewing for;

WEBSTER’S
NEW WORLD DICTIONARY

O’Connor Hospital holds
the toi
position for having admitted
man
patients last year than any
otini
hospital cif its size in the
limn

92 SOUTH FIFTH STREET
a.m.
Hoiy Communion or
Every Thursday
p.m.
to
5
a.m.
Office Hours: 9
BlrEara E. Arno’d

"The Relationship of Scientific
Investigation to Christian Thinking" will be the talk topic of
Frank W. Cole, assistant professor of physical science, before the
Canterbury Assn. Sunday, 7:30
p.m., Christian Center, Fifth and
San Fernando Sts.
After twenty years in industry.
Mr. Cole entered SJS and was
graduated in 1956. He began
teaching at State in the fall of
1956.
The meeting will begin with
supper at 6 p.m.

/V114. WORW
DICTIONARY
S -

CE THE Bf_4_’rj

Fast Turnover

CANTERBURY
ASSOCIATION
Christian Center

a Lawrence Lab staff member

Help Wooted--liemolis

Friday, October 10,
19%1
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RADIATION LABORATORY

CALIFO/II!A, BERKFlir 6 LIVERMORE, CALIFORIIIA

’

9:30 a.m. College Ch..nch
School Class

MORNING WORSHIP
I 1:00 a.m.
"The Gory of P7oi,,:!-,n?::ri"
7:15 p.m. Vesper Se,v;ce
Edwin M. Sweet, Milister
Carl Metsger, Minister cr VOA.

